Appendix E-Sequoia National Forest Travel Analysis Public Feedback
Summary
The public feedback period was initiated on September 10 via webinar, and closed on September 20.
The following comments were sent in by individuals, agencies, organizations and other nations (Tule
River Tribe) during the public involvement period for the Sequoia National Forest Travel Analysis Process
(TAP), Subpart A. There were 68 respondents, two of which provided feedback after the close of the
feedback period.
Most respondents used the Public Feedback form provided for download during the webinar, and
afterward on the Sequoia Forest website. A few individuals or groups provided letters as well.
In addition to the feedback period for the TAP, public comments received during the 2003 Road Analysis
Process were included in the current analysis, and are attached at the end of this appendix.

Responses via Public Feedback Form
Road Number
21S05 (the Needles Road) [this road was repeated on 29+ of the forms, mostly representing Southern
Sierra Climbers Association or one of several Alpine Clubs (American, Stanford, Allied Climbers of San
Diego, Southern Cal. Mountaineers Assoc., etc.)]
All and any.
Needles Spring Road (from 190 to the trailhead for the Needles rock climbing area and former lookout).
From the Western Divide Highway, NF-21S05 leads east starting at coordinates 36 06’44.47”N, 118 32’
24.87” W and proceeds unpaved for 3 miles to a campsites/trailhead.

This road accesses the trail to the Needles lookout site and The Needles proper. Climbers from all over
the U.S. and from around the world come to climb at The Needles, which have gained international
fame among climbers for their perfect granite and stunning beauty.
Road 21so5, The Needles Road; 22s69 the Dome Rock Road; 21s50 to 20s79 to 20s53a the access roads
to Hermit Spire; 21s50 to 20s71 to 20s81 the access roads to Trilogy (McIntyre Rock); 22s82 the access
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road from Johnsondale to Elephant Knob, Sentinel Peak, the K and L Wonder Bluffs, the lower Needles,
Demon Dome and Merlin Dome. I am a rock climber and these roads are very important to access the
areas that us climbers climb in.
Road to Dome Rock and road to Needles trail head. These roads are highly used by the rock climbing
community as well as hikers who just like to hike to these scenic vistas. It is important that these roads
be maintained to be passable and be open during the climbing and hiking season.
I hope that you will consider keeping the road to the Needles Overlook open and maintained! I love
hiking out to the overlook (even though the fire watch station is no longer there). It is also a great place
to take my geology students because the overlook offers an excellent view of the basalt flows that
overlie the granites of the Sierran batholith. This is an important part of the area geology!!!
This is the access road to the Needles, where the lookout tower burned a few years ago.
21S05 Needles road, 22S69 Dome Rock Road. I use these roads for camping, hiking and climbing.
21S05 Needles road, 22S69 Dome Rock Road.
Road 21so5, 22s69, 21s50, 20s79, 20s53a, 21s50, 20s71, 20s81. The roads that access the climbing in
The Needles, Dome Rock, Elephant Rock, Hermit Spire and environs.
All-southern sierra
Road 21so5, The Needles Road; 22s69 the Dome Rock Road; 21s50 to 20s79 to 20s53a the access roads
to Hermit Spire; 21s50 to 20s71 to 20s81 the access roads to Trilogy (McIntyre Rock); 22s82 the access
road from Johnsondale to Elephant Knob, Sentinel Peak, the K and L; [and] Wonder Bluffs, the lower
Needles, Demon Dome and Merlin Dome. [This statement was repeated on 14+ of the forms]
USFS 21S05, 22S69, 21S50, 20S79, 20S53a: Roads near the Needles Climbing Area, Dome Rock & The
Hermit (rock formation).
28S05 spur road off 27S02; this short dirt road provides access to Forest trail 33E45. This is important
because it is one of the few exit points from dead end 33E45. This segment provides a loop opportunity
and reduces two way traffic on 33E45.
28S44 Solomon Ridge Part of Piute Proposed Action trail system, this road should be retained pending
outcome of the Piute Trail Plan
22S14 Kern Plateau road that may be part of designated motorized trail 33E28. This should be
evaluated for effect on the trail system, this road was rated mod/low.
23S23 Kern Plateau road that may be part of 33E32. This should be evaluated for effect on trail system,
this road was rated mod/mod.
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27S02 (H)?? Road segment not shown on Travel Analysis map, but this road is on the Travel
Management Inventory Map but was not assigned a number. It is located slightly south of 27S02G and
connects 27S02 to 33E65 Liebel Peak trail; this road should be evaluated because it was in good
condition and not as steep as some of the other roads in this immediate area that connect 27S02 to
Liebel Peak trail.
28S34 Squirrel Meadow, connectivity: This route is an important recreation access, connecting road
28S06 to the top of motorized trail 31E78. 28S34 could be considered for use change from road to OHV
High Clearance or ATV or MC still allowing connectivity to 31E78 which is a Motorcycle only route.
22S02 Last Chance, important for connectivity and loop options: This route is an important recreation
access and connecting road tying County Rd. 107 and 22S82 together. Beautiful road passing thru
vegetation zones as altitude changes. Recently graded and graveled.
25S21 Cooks Peak, important for connectivity and loop options: This route is an important motorized
recreation access and connecting road linking with 32E46, 21E84 and 25S15.
27S12 Delonegha Access, maintain administrative access: This route is important for motorized
administrative access to 32E49, 31E22, 31E76 for maintenance of a number of connecting motorized
routes.
13S97 Millwood, connectivity and loop options: This route is an important recreation access and
connecting road tying many roads together.
24S28 Rincon , connectivity to 33E23 and Kern River Hwy: This route is a vital access route to the south
end of the Rincon Motorcycle trail 33E23. If 24S28 closes to motorized 33E23 becomes a dead-end at its
southern end. 24S28 must remain open as a road or be converted to a motorized trail.
26S30 Davis Loop, connectivity to 25S15 and 26S06: This route is important for motorized connectivity
and loop options with 25S33 and 26S06
28S44 Solomons Ridge, connectivity and loop options: This route is addressed in the Proposed Action for
the yet to be completed TMP for the Piutes and as such must await the conclusion of that process
before any action.
Reasons you use Forest Roads (Additional Feedback):
ACCESS TO ROCK CLIMBING [This statement was repeated on 12+ of the forms]
The Needles and Dome Rock are world class rock climbing areas attracting rock climbers from all over
the United States and also internationally. This important recreational resource needs to remain an
available for visitors.
The Needles are an unbelievably important climbing resource. They are not only unique in their
steepness, providing a climbing experience found almost nowhere else in America, but the aesthetic and
quality of the rock combined creates a truly world-class climbing area. Climbers come from all over the
world to experience such a place, and I make it out there multiple times a year.
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Road system you prefer to have in the forest (Please rate top 3: 1 to 3, highest to lowest)
Other (Please explain):
Keep existing road open and maintained.
No net loss of roads.
Maintain 21S05 (dirt road) with inexpensive annual grading
The road that is the subject of this comment is a season dirt road. [This statement was repeated on 15+
of the forms]
The road that is the subject of this comment is a seasonal dirt road. With very few exceptions, keep the
current road system open seasonally for user groups.
Maintain the existing roads we have!
I would like to see this road maintained as it was 3 years ago, with annual grading and maintenance so
that the campground is accessible and the toilet, which was funded by climbers, can be cleaned and
emptied.
Repair the existing roads.
Maintain existing roads to keep them open and passable with a reasonable passenger vehicle.
Improve roads where they are very rough.
For God’s sake, please do not interpret my comments as justification for even more windshield tourism.
NO MORE BUS TOUR ROUTES! NO MORE AUTO TOUR LOOPS!
paved main routes [ranked 2 behind keeping road system as it is]
Just maintain the roads so people can drive to their destinations, no more roads or tour bus routes.
Keep forest roads as they are, with fixes, grading as needed. Please do not pave or otherwise increase
access to tour buses!
Keep as is but maintained as a seasonal dirt road for cars. (I don't understand the other answers relative
to the question).
Make more drivable with a 2 wheel drive vehicle.
This road provides access to a well-known climbing destination.
Please keep the road to the Needles maintained and open. Thank you.
Grade road to make passable to normal vehicles.
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Increase maintenance on dirt and fire roads.
You can add/improve some roads, but do not close any roads.
Keep the roads open and allow or provide some basic maintenance. Please do not close the roads.
The road that is the subject of this comment is a season dirt road. Restore and maintain to previous level
suitable for 2wd vehicles.
Maintain roads to ensure they are passable by automobiles and/or bicycles after seasonal rains and
snow. The road system should not be enlarged or made to accommodate tour buses, which would just
increase the level of impact on the area. Keep the road system as is, just maintain them on a seasonal
basis to allow access to a highly significant area.
Make more motorized loops.
Prefer existing road system with selected closures, after public input has occurred (Tule River Indian
Tribe)
Additional Feedback:
This is an important three-mile access road to The Needles climbing area, one of the most important
climbing locations in the Sierra Nevada-see http://www.mountainproject.com/v/theneedles/105851693 . After the lookout burned down a few years ago this road has been neglected; what
was once a trailhead accessible by low clearance two-wheel drive vehicles is now nearly impassible
except for high-clearance 4WD vehicles; most do not attempt to drive the road now. What was a 3-mile
hiking approach to the Needles climbing area is now a 14-mile round trip. Even before the lookout
burned down, the gate at the pavement (Western Divide Highway) was closed for much of the climbing
season (spring through the fall until snowfall). This gate should remain open throughout the climbing
season. Another problem with the road falling into disrepair is that the trailhead toilet (paid for years
ago by The Access Fund and Southern Sierra Climbing Association) receives no maintenance and is now a
mess and health hazard. We request the Sequoia National Forest to prioritize maintenance on this road
and expand the season which the gate is open. [This statement was repeated on 15+ of the forms]
Backcountry roads are essential for the public to have reasonable access to public lands. Responsible use
of the road system should be encouraged by public agencies without any net loss of roads or access
fees. If a road must be closed for a valid reason, then another route should be opened to compensate.
The Needles is an international rock climbing destination.
I am writing specifically to address the continued maintenance of the access road to the Needles, a
world class climbing destination. I have traveled to California to specifically visit this area on several
occasions, spending money in Kernville and the surrounding area. The road is currently in bad shape, but
would not take much to be improved.
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This is an important three-mile access road to The Needles climbing area, one of the most important
climbing locations in the Sierra Nevada – see http://www.mountainproject.com/v/theneedles/105851693.
It is the cover shot for Mark Croese’s book ‘Fifty Favorite Climbs: The Ultimate North American Tick List’
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss_1/190-6130710-0205745?url=searchalias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=Fifty%20Favorite%20Climbs
I have climbed for over thirty years and of all the many places I have visited this in my opinion is the
best.
This area is also a popular destination for day hikers.
After the lookout burned down a few years ago this road has been neglected; what was once a trailhead
accessible by low clearance two-wheel drive vehicles is now nearly impassible except for high-clearance
4WD vehicles; most do not attempt to drive the road now. What was a 3-mile hiking approach to the
Needles climbing area is now a 14-mile round trip. Even before the lookout burned down, the gate at
the pavement (Western Divide Highway) was closed for much of the climbing season (spring through the
fall until snowfall). This gate should remain open throughout the climbing season. Another problem with
the road falling into disrepair is that the trailhead toilet (paid for years ago by The Access Fund and
Southern Sierra Climbing Association) receives no maintenance and is now a mess and health hazard.
We request the Sequoia National Forest to prioritize maintenance on this road and expand the season
which the gate is open.
Forest Road 21S05 plays an important role in reducing the impact from hikers and climbers who go to
The Needles. If the road is open and passable by normal vehicles (as it has been in general since the
lookout opened in 1939) then visiting climbers camp near the trailhead and dayhike out to the Needles
to climb, returning to the camp at night. Since The Needles are a pristine natural area, if climbers and
hikers were to camp out there in any significant numbers the impact would be obvious. Campsites and
fire rings would appear, and human waste would be a real concern. Today The Needles are a world
famous destination for climbers. With 21S05 maintained the hike is 2.5 miles and climbers will prefer to
return to the trailhead camp each evening. If 21S05 is not passable the climbers will come anyway, but
with a hike of 5.5 miles they will camp out at the rocks, an area which is not well suited for this use.
Keeping Forest Road 21S05 open and maintained during the climbing season will have a very positive
result in terms of preserving a very special resource.
This is a rich recreational area served by these roads. They have been in an increasing state of disrepair
and need to be maintained appropriately.
These roads provide critical access to world-renowned rock climbing destinations in Needles area of the
Sequoia National Forest. These granite formations are treasured by the rock climbing community around
the world, and for me they are highly significant and important on a very personal and spiritual level.
Losing access to these one-of-a-kind formations would be a devastating loss for rock climbers, outdoor
recreationalists, and nature lovers everywhere.
Please keep these roads open and passable. Some of them are getting very rough. I use them to access
areas for rock climbing as well as camping where it is possible and near the climbing areas.
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The Needles are a special places, spiritual and spooky and proud. Without the use of this road, folks like
myself who live far away will not be able to hike in and climb without spending an entire day hiking in
and camping . There’s not much water up there, so car-camping is pretty essential. Thanks.
I am mainly using these roads to access rock climbing and hiking opportunities but also backpacking, fly
fishing and nature watching. I think it is essential that these roads are maintained as 2WD passable dirt
roads. I have been using these roads since 1999 and closures of these roads would adversely affect my
ability to access and enjoy these resources in a Leave No Trace way.
In our area we have already lost many roads and access points due to previous and current Forest Plans
and are losing more as we speak. We have even lost access to an entire bridge that spans a freeway.
Yesterday I received notice from the local district Ranger that we will lose three recreation areas along
with river access and now here’s yet another plan for road closures. Loss of these road systems in the
Lake Isabella area and surrounding mountains will have a devastating impact on the local economy and
the morale of the people. Fewer roads will also mean larger and more destructive fires placing residents
and firefighters in danger. Roads are needed for fighting AND escaping wildfires. We do not want to see
another tragic incident like the one that happened in Arizona earlier this year.
I would like these roads maintained to ensure access to climbing routes is maintained
If these roads close, access to the climbing areas comprising the Needles will no longer be available.
I use these roads to access rock climbing at the Needles. The Needles is a very special place to me and a
one-of-a-kind climbing area. Losing vehicle access to these roads would make climbing difficult or
impossible for most individuals. This would be a huge loss for myself and the climbing community.
The roads in question and their condition immediately impact a region that provides benefits that
cannot be measured in dollars and cents. These roads provide access to some of the best climbing areas
in the United States as well as avenues to pursue other outdoor recreational activities such as hiking, fly
fishing, camping, etc. Further deterioration in the condition of these access roads would be a tragic
oversight in a world that is in need for means in which to balance the hectic modern day life. Access to
these regions provides people with the ability to commune with nature in a way that is no different then
those congregational members that assemble in churches throughout the country every Sunday of the
year. It is with great hope and anticipation that those persons responsible for the care and maintenance
of these areas look to their conscience and determine that providing legitimate access to these areas is
the only right decision to make.
Hiking and rock climbing at the Needles is a remarkable experience for me. I am moved, spiritually and
emotionally, every time I go there. The road is in poor condition, but gets traffic plenty during the
summer, with other hikers and rock climbers. I would love to see the road (and the bathroom at the
trailhead) maintained to keep this wonderful destination available for us today and for future
generations.
FS 21S05 is the road I use most often and am most concerned with staying open. In addition I also use
22s69, 21s50 to 20s79 to 20s53a, 21s50 to 20s71 to 20s81 and 22s82 to access climbing areas.
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Please, under no circumstances, close the access road to the Needles/Needles camping area. Its use is
vital for climbing access to the Needles. You do not need to improve that road – it is fine as it is. If you
want to improve the road anyway, I doubt anyone will argue against that. However, please, do not close
that road. The Needles is a unique climbing area that I – and many others – have been enjoying for a
long time. The closure of the access road would mean its loss as a climbing area, and it would be
irreplaceable.
I generally spend one to two weeks per season (spring – fall) using these roads to access some of the
best rock climbing on granite spires in the country. Without these roads the impact on these areas will
certainly become more severe, as the current roads keep us closer to our vehicles and minimize human
waste, fire rings, etc.
The Needles are one of the preeminent rock climbing destinations in California and rank alongside
Yosemite Valley in prestige. Climbers from as far afield as Europe and South America dream of climbing
on the vivid, almost neon lichen-stained rock of The Needles. As a Southern California resident I consider
this area to be a special local gem, and I hope that the Forest Service will keep the access road
mentioned above open so that climbers can continue to access this wonderful place. Thank you!
As a rock climber, I climb all though out the Sierras, from Yosemite, to Whitney Portal, Tahoe, Bart
Dome, the Needles and Joshua Tree, among other places. These roads provide reasonable access for
climbers to reach beautiful areas to climb in within the framework of a weekend trip. Closure of these
roads would severely impact the ability of the average, 9-5 working climber to enjoy these beautiful
settings.

Letters
(individual)
Travel Analysis Process: I don't have the time to go through all of your Travel Analysis information but
would like to pass along the general comment of opposition to the idea of closing off access to National
Forest lands. I recently purchased a dual sport motorcycle. At this point I don't know which roads down
the line I will or will not be riding on. Generally, I would like to keep my options open. I'm not really sure
of what the point is of bottling people up into smaller and smaller areas to access public lands.
(individual)
I am having trouble with your Feedback form download, so will provide my comments within this email
rather than on an attachment of that form. My number one recreation destination in the Sequoia
National Forest is the Needles rock climbing area, typically accessed with a standard passenger car via
the Needles road several times per year. I believe this is road "21so5", which leads to the needles spring
trailhead to the old (now burned) Fire Tower and beyond that into the Needles themselves. This is one
of the premier climbing areas in North America, famous around the world, and in 22 years of climbing,
still the best I've ever experienced. I've driving a Ford Taurus station wagon into the primitive camping
just before the trailhead many times. As an aside, this camping should stay primitive/undeveloped, we
do not need or want "facilities". I strongly urge you to maintain access and maintain the road (21so5,
the "Needles Road") in a state that is passable by normal passenger cars, not just high clearance 4x4s
and similar. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
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(individual)
I have used Road 21s05 to get to the needles area for a climbing trip. This place is gorgeous and unique!
I hope to spend many more days there as my climbing progresses (because there's a lot of hard routes!)
and recently saw there is possibility for closing the road due to conditions. I am hoping this road stays
open to allow visitors to access this area with all types of cars, not just 4x4, and believe keeping this
road open will enable more people to car camp at Needles Spring Area instead of backpacking into the
wilderness (trash, fire rings, human waste, etc.). Please let me know if there's anything I can do to help including volunteer work on the road!
(individual)
Comment Period Way To Short!!!!!!!!!! The possible closing roads off. Roads, 25S21, 25S21, 25S15,
25S04, 26S05, 26S30, are all important roads for fire fighting access and evacuation routes for the local
communities of Alta Sierra,Slick Rock,Shirley Meadows Cabins which is well over 300 cabins.They are
also very important to many types of recreation. They also are needed to gather wood for winter
heating. There is so few roads already that we are limited access for wood harvesting. Wood cutting
helps with the cleaning of the forest of dead trees each year. As for Road 24S50C, it is not a road. It is
only about 12" wide and is a designated bicycle trail! Roads in the Greenhorn Roadless area are gone
from the map. 26S06 which is a old stage coach route. It dates back to the late 1800's! I could go on
and on but after being a resident of Alta Sierra (Greenhorn) for 34 years and have fought to keep are
forest open to all, They continue to keep closing more and more!
(individual)
I am a regular user of the following two roads in the Sequoia National Forest: Road 21so5, The Needles
Road (to the Fire Lookout that burned down a year or two ago) 22s69 The Dome Rock Road This past
summer, I have used the Needles Road on about 8 weekends and the Dome Rock Road 3 or 4 times. I
hope that you can keep these two roads open to the public.
(individual)
The Needles are one of the premier rock climbing venues in the WORLD. Climbers from around the
world make the trip to climb at the Needles, so closing this road should not be taken lightly. Please don't
close this road and prevent access to a national treasure!
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(Individual)
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Road Survey
Purpose
The purpose of this memo is to document the condition and assess relative priority for road
maintenance of the forest service roads near the Highway 190 corridor. The roads can be grouped into
several geographic categories: Redwood Drive (RED), North Road (BLUE), and other (PURPLE).
Road Priorities
In order to allocate resources to maintain these roads one must consider how to prioritize the roads in
this area. Some roads provide strategic access to a community or for fire equipment. Some access one
or more recreation sites. Some are more scenic than others and some roads are just merely left over
from logging days. The values for Strategic, Recreation Access, and Scenic factor range from 1 to 4,
depending on the metrics listed below.
In order to characterize total priority, several methods were considered. If values are assigned for each
attribute and then summed it does not differentiate or amplify the value for a combination of factors. By
taking the product of the three values, it amplifies the values for roads that have more than one value.
For this reason it was determined to use a product of the three values.
Strategic 1-4, 2= some importance, 3= secondary access, 4= emergency or fire access
Access to other recreation 1-4, 2= campsite, 3= trail, 4= more than one
Scenic 1-4, 2= nice drive, 3= grand vistas, or streams, 4= amazing
The highest possible value would be 4 x 4 x 4 = 64 for a road with emergency access, access to more
than one recreation site, and an amazing scenic factor. Priority > 16 have been highlighted below.
Redwood Drive
Fox Farm Rd.– 4,4,3
20S08 – Jordan Rd., 3,3,3

Pts
48
27

20S04A – Hossack Meadow, 3,3,2

18

Access from Wishon/Doyle to Sequoia Crest
Western trail from Redwood to Jordan Pk/Mckentire
Rk
Meadows, Indian tubs, and historic USFS cabin site

North Rd, 21S50
20S44 – 1,2,1
20S75 – 1,4,2
20S81 – 2,3,3
20S71 – Jordan trailhead, 2,3,3
20S19 – 1.5,3,4
21S50 – Summit Trailhead, 2,4,2
20S79 – Golden Trout Pack Rd, 3,4,2
20S64 – Junction Meadow, 2,3,2

2
8
18
18
18
16
24
12

Blocked road
Many nice campsites at the ends of this road
Access to trails and streams
Jordan Pk Lookout
A real hidden gem of a road to great vistas
Summit trailhead and access to the Wilderness

21S94 – Coy Flat to Nobe Mdw, 4,4,3

48

Access from Camp Nelson, collection of side roads,
Windy Gap to Divide Hwy

21S05 – Needles Lookout, 2,4,4
21S69 – Dome Rock, 1,4,3
21S70/22S83, 3,3,3

32
12
27

Collection of small roads in this area, Clicks Creek TH

Other Roads

Links Divide Highway with 22S82 in Kern River canyon

Conditions
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In general most roads that are still open are in good to fair condition. The trend that has been occurring
in this forest, and many others, is that if a road is difficult to maintain or has degraded condition it is
simply gated or abandoned by placing large boulders at its entrance. The survey notes the condition of
the surface of the road, any obstacles, and any other noteworthy issues. Examples include “rutted,
sandy, overgrown, campsites, etc”
Light grading means that a truck with grading blade is required to scrape enough soil to fill ruts that are
8-12 inches deep or remove 4-8 inches of mounded soil or rocks in some locations.
Conditions Detail
The following attempts to provide a summary of detailed information about each road with photos of
important features.
Fox Farm Rd. (48 pts)
This road winds its way 6 miles from Camp Wishon to Sequoia Crest, providing the only escape path for
residents of Doyle Springs in case of fire. Even though the road is well travelled, it has extensive wildlife.
It has had brush removed from the sides for the lower mile or so, but there is significant overgrowth
along the upper portion of the road. There are areas of erosion in steep sections and exposed rock
making travel difficult for vehicles with standard ground clearance. There are two sections that have
poor drainage due to improper grading.
Proposed action: light grading to fill ruts and removed exposed rocks over the entire 6 mile length,
complete brush clearance 5 feet on each side for the remainder of the road.
20S08 – Jordan Rd. (27 pts)
Gate is usually open in summer, has trail marker that reads 2-3/4 miles to Jordan Pk. road is good for
first mile or so, then is overgrown in Silverthorn, quad width passage, 70% open, some ruts and rocks.
After trailhead is reached, the road is only 30% open with extensive Silverthorn overgrowth. Overgrowth
continues to close in until it is completely covered. End of road appears to end at a large clearing at 36°
10.258, 118° 36.560
Proposed action: brush clearance on both sides for entire length to fit standard truck width, some
localized fill for erosion
20S04A – Hossack Meadow (18 pts)
3 trees downed across road, removed on 11/26, hunter quad tracks had bypassed all the trees. Road is
fairly clear nearly to the end, minor erosion. 2 large rocks block at end.
Proposed action: light grading, remove large rocks to permit travel to the end of the road
20S75 (8 pts)
This area is comprised of an extensive array of roads to meadows and campsites.
75A 3 trees, passable in small jeep,
Silverthorn overgrowth, 80% open
75 recent brush clearance to end, nice clearing and view
75 has moderate erosion at steep uphill section before 74 splits
74 recent clearance
74a short
25S01 Silverthorn 20% clear walkable to small stream, continues around meadow 74 ends at campsite,
short off of 75
Proposed action: light grading, especially in the section of S75 before 74 split (pictured above), continue
brush clearance and tree removal to ends of all roads
20S81 (18 pts)
Long single road, heavy duty clearance completed, ends at 21E24, continues behind gate as quad track
for a mile. Nice stream with fish is crossed with a large culvert, but extensive erosion has degraded
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quality of road to quad tack. Several trees down with quad arounds, change to single track at clearing on
knob at 36° 10.28, 118° 34.87
Proposed action: Open locked gate, remove fallen trees, repair erosion at stream crossing
20S71 – Jordan Lookout (18 pts)
This road provides access to the Jordan Peak Lookout tower. The primary road had several trees down
and one was removed on 11/25/09. New sign at TH is in good condition. There is a service road that
pitches sharply upward from the main road to gain access to the tower for service vehicles.
Proposed action: Remove fallen trees
20S19 (18 pts)
This road has been recently opened. It has great views toward Needles lookout and into the canyons. It
is in fair but bumpy condition and recently cleared. Start 36° 11.56 118° 34.17 End of 20S19 went 2 miles
to top of ridge 36° 11.50 118° 34.93 lots bumps, 3 campsites
Proposed action: Light grading to remove bumps
21S50 – Summit Trailhead (16 pts)
This long road is in fair condition, providing access to the Summit Trailhead. The sign has fallen and is in
poor condition.
Proposed action: replace the sign
21S50C
There is a spur road that is designated as 21S50C that is a decent road with 5 recently logged trees, 1 is
still blocking the roadway.
Proposed action: remove the trees
20S79 – Golden Trout Pack Station and Lewis Camp TH (24 pts)
This well-travelled road is in fair condition, providing access to the pack station. The road is rutted and
sandy in places.
Proposed action: light grading in rutted areas
20S64/20S53 – Junction Meadow and Clicks Creek TH (12 pts)
This area is criss-crossed with several small roads. One, 20S64F even connects with 21S50. The roads are
in good condition except for overgrowth of trees and branches.
20S64 has a small coral at the end. 20S53 has secret cutoff to meadow restoration project
Proposed action: trim overgrowth
21S94 – Coy Flat to Nobe Mdw (48 pts)
This is an important road linking Camp Nelson, through Coy Flat, up through a corner of the Black
Mountain Grove of Giant Sequoias, then through the corner of the Reservation property, up over Windy
Gap and joining the Divide Highway at Nobe Creek. This road has automobile-sized boulders that nearly
block the road, except that vehicles have driven around them. There is some erosion in places. This road
provides access to cabins and trails and many other roads that lead to other groves, campsites, and
many streams. This is perhaps the most neglected road in the survey and requires the greatest
equipment and manpower to restore it to full operation.
Proposed action: light grading nearly the entire length to repair erosion damage, removal of large (15 ft
dia) boulders.
21S05 – Needles Lookout (32 pts)
This is a heavily travelled road with extensive erosion damage.
Proposed action: light grading for entire length
21S69 – Dome Rock (12 pts)
This short road is well-travelled, but has exposed roots, rocks and erosion damage.
Proposed action: grading of ruts and rocks
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21S70/22S83/21S63 (27 pts)*
This road links the Divide Highway with 22S82 in Kern River canyon, but it has never been open with
repeated visits to the area to survey the road. It has several stream crossings.
Proposed action: reopen these roads.
* it is difficult to fully access the value of these roads until they are opened
Equipment and Resources Required
 Grading – a full-sized grader would not work on these roads. Instead, a mid-sized truck with
grading blade is needed to scrape enough soil to fill ruts that are 8-12 inches deep or remove 48 inches of mounded soil or rocks in some locations. A small dozer could be used for this
purpose too.
 Tree removal – chain saws with at least a 20” bar to buck large trees that block roadway
 Brush removal – Silverthorn is the most difficult to control as it self-roots if it has been left
unmaintained for long periods. Chain saws are needed to cut it back and the grader would be
helpful in removing the roots and clearing the cut branches.
 Boulder removal – in most cases the truck with grading blade will suffice, but the 15’ diameter
boulders will need other means to break up and move the rocks from the road.
 Manpower – Grader/dozer driver, 2 chainsaw operators, 2 laborers would compose a typical
team. It is assumed that the laborers could swap out with the chainsaw operators. This team
would be about right for almost every road. In some cases the road will require more clearance
or more grading, but most roads require a bit of both. The clearance crew would move ahead of
the grader on quads or a truck, followed by the grader/dozer.
 Schedule – This team would probably need about 5 days for the 3 roads near Redwood, another
5 days to handle priority work on the North Road complex, 2 days to do Needles and Dome
Rock, and 3 days to complete 21S94 (assuming the boulders were split up prior to work
beginning on that road.
 Housing – There is USFS work-center housing at the Springville and Peppermint camps.
(Sequoia ForestKeeper & Sierra Club)
Sequoia ForestKeeper (SFK) and the Kern Kaweah Chapter of the Sierra Club (SC) thank you for the
opportunity to comment on the Subpart A Travel Analysis Process. Please consider these comments.
Like the other nine participants on the September 10, 2013 Webinar Call, we believe that 10 days is not
enough time for the public to provide informed comments regarding the Subpart A Travel Analysis
Process, which is meant to (1) determine the minimum road system for the entire Sequoia National
Forest, and (2) determine which roads should be identified for closure. See 36 C.F.R. § 212.xx(x). We
request additional time, so we can identify roads that we believe are unnecessary and that should be
closed, restored, or converted to trails, especially those that were built initially in support of logging in
giant sequoia groves.
Furthermore, we believe the Feedback Form is not appropriate for this process. The form appears to be
designed to solicit comments in support of keeping roads open. This is contrary to the purposes of the
Subpart A process, which should be geared toward identifying roads to be closed, obliterated, or
converted to trails. Given the statements on the Webinar Call, we are also troubled that the forest is
biased against closing and obliterating roads because, as stated on the call, if there were questions
about the status of any road, the ID Team decided to err in the favor of access. Given the massive
maintenance backlog and the known environmental risks to watersheds and water quality from road
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systems, we believe the Forest Service should, instead, err in the favor of closure and then justify and
present data for keeping a road open.
ISSUES and COMMENTS
1. Road Segments Should be Separately Analyzed by (a) Maintenance Level and (b) at the Point
where the Segment Ends as a Spur
a. By Maintenance Level
Thank you for providing us with the spreadsheet titled SQF_II_Road_Core_02192013.xlsx, which
includes all of the road segments broken down by Maintenance Level (ML). That spreadsheet includes
1795 road segment entries, whereas the spreadsheet provided to the public
(SQF_RoadsRiskBenefitsOpportunities_Summary090913) includes 1512 entries. The difference of 283
entries represents the segments where road segments include sub-segments with different
maintenance levels. We think these differences in ML, which represent a significantly different
economic commitment for each road sub-segment, should be considered in the final analysis, including
whether some ML-2 roads should not instead be re-designated as ML-1 roads. Given that there are only
283 additional entries, it would make sense, therefore, to include a ML column in the Road Risk, Benefits
and Opportunities Summary table, which will provide additional insight in how to approach the analysis.
b. Road Segments with End Spurs that have the same Road Number that Terminate at
Protected Resource Areas (Wilderness & Roadless Areas)
We believe there are a number of road segments with end spurs, which, even though they have the
same road number, should be analyzed separately. On the call, we suggested that there a limited
number of such end-spurs that need to be analyzed—those that terminate near a Wilderness or
Roadless Area boundary. The following example illustrates the issue. The table on the next two pages
represent our understanding of the remaining roads we believe should have their end-spur analyzed
separately.
Example: 20S53 on the Western Divide RD
20S53 terminates at the boundary of the Golden Trout Wilderness. Before you reach the end-spur of
20S53, another road turns off to the left (20S64), which is also used as the main access route to the
Clicks Creek Trailhead (20S64B). The end-spur segment of 20S53, starting at the turn-off of 20S64, does
not seem to have any discernible purpose for recreation or resource management. While the recreation
map of the Sequoia NF erroneously puts the Clicks Creek Trailhead at the end of 20S53, there is no
trailhead there, but only a turn-around without any evidence of campsites or any other recreation use at
that location. In my recent conversation with District Ranger Rick Stevens, there do not appear to be
any plans for vegetation management in the area. The road also appears to be more of a user-created
road that has not been engineered and does not include deep road-cuts, making it an easy-to-restore
road and a good candidate for closure—it lacks a purpose and would be easy to restore/decomission.
In the Risk-Benefits-Opportunities table, the end-spur of 20S53 has not been broken out separately.
Instead of identifying that end-spur for consideration of “Reduced Maintenance Level, Closure,
Conversion or Decommission” (red), the table and map suggest that the entire segment should be
“Prioritize[d] for Maintenance with Available Funding” (light green) with no regard to the difference in
use of the end-spur. This makes no sense, and even Rick Stevens agreed with me on that point. At the
very least this end-spur segment should be analyzed separately, it should probably be identified as a
candidate for reduction in ML from ML-2 to ML-1, and it should also be considered for decommissioning.
Given the risk that any open road is a potential source of fire ignition, it makes sense to consider this
“road-to-nowhere” end-spur as a separate road segment, just like the nearby segments that are shown
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in red: 20S63 and 20S68, both of which are ML-2 and terminate at or near the Golden Trout Wilderness
boundary.
For all these end-spur road segments, the “should be red” recommendations in the table below
represents a suggestion that the Forest Service needs to revisit ALL the Evaluation Criteria for these endspur segments separately. Moreover, SFK & SC suggest that the Forest Service should specifically
change the Social Factors of Lifestyle, Attitudes, Beliefs & Values to a level of “6,” the Private/Nonrecreation Public Access value to a level of “6,” and the Public Access (Recreation) value level to “3.”
We have provided the Exhibit A Spreadsheet for that purpose.
Other Road Segments with End-Spurs that should be Analyzed Separately
Southern Section Map
End-Spur of
20S50
20S67
22S82
20S31
20S18
20S25
21S42
21S27
22S63
21S09
21S12
23S02
21S60
21S36
(20S39)
21S01
21S32
22S07
24S13
24S14
24S12
24S56
22S12
24S39
28S24
28S27
28S04
28S08
26S24
25S36

Starts at
20S50D
ML-1 seg.
22S82B
20S31A
20S18A
20S25A
21S42A
22S27A
22S63A
21S09A
21S25
21S02A
33E21
20S39
(21S36)
21S37
21S32D-A?
22S07A
24S42
24S25
24S12D
24S56C
25S18
24S39D
28S24D
28S25
28S04A
28S08A
26S04
25S39

Terminates near
Golden Trout Wild.
Golden Trout Wild.
Golden Trout Wild.
Golden Trout Wild.
Golden Trout Wild.
Golden Trout Wild.
Golden Trout Wild.
Slate Mtn. Roadless
Slate Mtn. Roadless
Dennison Peak Rdless
Black Mtn. Roadless
Lyon Ridge Roadless
Rincon Roadless
South Sierra Roadless
South Sierra Roadless
South Sierra Wild.
Domeland Wild.
Domeland Wild.
Domeland Wild.
Domeland Wild.
Cannell Roadless
Cannell Roadless
Cannell Roadless
Cannell Roadless
Woolstaff Roadless
Woolstaff Roadless
Cypress Roadless
Mill Creek Roadless
Greenhorn Cr. Rdless.
Chico Roadless

ML
2
1?
3?
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
1?
2
3
3
3
3
1
3
2
3
2
1?
2
2
2
1
2
2
1

Current Opportunity
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
green
light green
light green
green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green

But Should be
red*
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red

* Denotes the Lifestyle, Attitudes, Beliefs & Values to a level of “6,” the Private/Non-recreation Public
Access value to a level of “6,” and the Public Access (Recreation) value level to “3,” resulting in a
corresponding “red” opportunity level.
Northern Section Map (Hume District)
End-Spur of

Starts at

Terminates near

ML

Current Opportunity

But Should be
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12S19
12S02
13S03
13S55
13S50
(13S07)
13S06
13S26
13S87
14S11
13S14
14S16
14S03
14S18

13S94
12S02A
13S66
13S55D
13S07
(13S50)
Rdless Bdr.
13S44
13S87A
Last inhold.
13S14A
14S16A
14S03A
14S15

Oat Mtn. Roadless
KRSMA Roadless**
KRSMA Roadless
KRSMA Roadless
KRSMA Roadless
KRSMA Roadless
Agnew Roadless
Agnew Roadless
Agnew Roadless
Agnew Roadless
Jennie Lakes Wild.
Jennie Lakes Wild.
Jennie Lakes Wild.
Jennie Lakes Wild.

3
2
2
1?
2
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
2
3

light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
light green
green
light green

red*
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red
red

* Denotes the Lifestyle, Attitudes, Beliefs & Values to a level of “6,” the Private/Non-recreation Public
Access value to a level of “6,” and the Public Access (Recreation) value level to “3,” resulting in a
corresponding “red” opportunity level.
** The Kings River Special Management Area (KRSMA) includes the Kings River Roadless Area.

FS Road
Number

Road Name

Private / Public
(non
recreation)

Recreation
Access

Attitudes,
Beliefs, Values

2. Other Roads That We Think Should be Eventually Be Considered for Reduction of
Maintenance Level, Closure, Conversion or Decommission (red)
Roads Built in the Black Mountain Giant Sequoia Grove to Support the Solo Timber Sale
We have a tentative agreement with the Western Divide RD to convert the road network that supported
an old timber sale in the Black Mountain Giant Sequoia Grove to trails after implementation of the Tule
River Reservation Protection Project. Therefore, we request that the following roads be identified in
“red” on the opportunity maps and that the tables be changed to reflect the Social Factors of Lifestyle,
Attitudes, Beliefs & Values to a level of “6,” the Private/Non-recreation Public Access value to a level of
“6,” and the Public Access (Recreation) value level to “3.” We support the “red” identification for
21S25D on the map.

21S25

LONG CANYON

6

3

6

21S25A

LONG CANYON

6

3

6

21S25B

LONG CANYON

6

3

6

21S25C

LONG CANYON

6

3

6

21S25D

LONG CANYON

6

3

6

Other Road Segments in Giant Sequoia Groves Built to Support Past Timber Sales
Similar road decommissioning and/or conversions to trails should eventually occur in any giant sequoia
grove where logging has taken place in the past and roads were built in support of a timber sale on both
the Hume Lake and Western Divide RDs. This policy should be based on the agreement reached in the
Mediated Settlement Agreement (MSA), as stipulated, which states:
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f. Regeneration of Cut-Over Sequoia Groves
(1) The objectives of regenerating cutover Giant Sequoia Groves will be to restore these
areas, as nearly as possible, to the former natural forest condition.
(2) The Forest shall implement the regeneration plan required by the Stipulation for Entry of
Judgment dated 12/27/89, in Sierra Club v. U.S. Forest Service, Case No. CVF-87-263
EDP.
MSA, p. 27. As we stated before, and we believe is the correct interpretation, restoring cut-over giant
sequoia groves “as nearly as possible, to the former natural forest conditions” necessarily requires roads
built in support of logging in these groves to be closed and decommissioned. We would, however,
accept converting these roads to trails.
Unfortunately, we have been unable to pull together the names of the giant sequoia groves, the timber
sales, and the associated road numbers due to the unreasonably short timeframe provided for this
process and the fact that some of this data is decades old and only in the possession of one or two of
our members who were not available to assist in this effort at this time.
REQUEST: Therefore, we request that the Sequoia National Forest either provide us with additional
time to pull together this information while the TAP moves forward or, alternatively, we request that
the Sequoia National Forest, whose silviculturists or timber staff likely have this same data (probably in a
GIS database), pull out their data about the giant sequoia groves, the timber sales, and the associated
road numbers for the Subpart A process, since it is likely more accurate than the data that SFK and SC
members possess in their historical records.
For the sake of providing input to this process for roads built in groves as a result of a timber sale, we
suggest that any road segment built in those groves be colored “red” on the opportunity map. For these
roads, the tables should be changed to reflect the Social Factors of Lifestyle, Attitudes, Beliefs & Values
at a level of “6,” the Private/Non-recreation Public Access value at a level of “6,” and the Public Access
(Recreation) value at a level of “3.”
(Trout Unlimited)
This letter transmits the comments of Trout Unlimited and Trout Unlimited of California (“California
Council”) on Subpart A of the Sequoia National Forest Travel Analysis Process (TAP).
Trout Unlimited is the nation’s oldest and largest coldwater fish conservation organization, with over
140,000 members nation-wide including some 10,000 members in California. Our mission is to conserve,
protect, restore and sustain native trout and salmon populations in their historic watersheds. Many of
our members enjoy fishing and hunting native species in the Sequoia National Forest (SNF), in particular
golden trout and mule deer.
Sportsmen have a clear stake in the management direction, strategy, and priorities that may derive from
the travel analysis process. Trout Unlimited has a particular stake in the outcome of Travel Analysis on
California’s national forests because route designation and off-highway vehicle (“OHV”) use can quickly
and permanently damage salmonid and upland game habitat and diminish backcountry fishing and
hunting opportunities. We appreciate the opportunity to work with the Sequoia NF to create a travel
management plan that protects fish and game habitat and populations, minimizes user conflicts,
preserves hunting and fishing values, and establishes an affordable, sustainable, and enforceable
motorized route system.
We appreciate that the TAP identified 420 miles of roads for reduced maintenance level, closure, or
decommissioning. We agree with the SNF recommendation to decommission several small Kern River
access roads off Highway 99 located north of Kernville and south of 190 (e.g., 24S57A/B, 24S54/A,
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24S51/A). There is more than sufficient opportunity along the 99 corridor to accommodate recreational
access.
We are primarily concerned with roads and stream crossing in areas that are of especially high value for
fish or wildlife habitat, such as, Riparian Conservation Areas (RCAs), Critical Aquatic Refuges (CARs),
Meadow Management Areas (MMAs) and Inventoried Roadless Areas (IRAs). There are five CARs in SNF
(Trout Creek, Mill Flat Creek, Little Kern River, Fish Creek and Fairview). The Trout Creek and Fish Creek
CARs are managed to protect South Fork Kern Golden Trout, Little Kern River CAR is managed to protect
Little Kern Golden Trout and Mill Flat Creek is managed to protect “native fish assemblages.” Currently,
there are 223 roads totaling 323 miles on or within 50 meters of these CARs. Of this, the TAP rating
categorizes 83 miles for decommissioning, 32 miles for reduced maintenance level, 161 miles for
medium priority reconstruction and 47 miles for high priority reconstruction.
We suggest that:
1. All CAR roads in the opportunity category to “reduce maintenance level” be re-rated and
recommended for “closure or decommissioning”, particularly roads in CARs that are managed for golden
trout (Trout Creek, Fish Creek and Little Kern River CARs). For example, 20S64B, 20S79A, 21S37, 21S73,
21S36A, 21S36F, 20S22, 20S24, 21S03K, 20S28.
2. Keep current year-round road and trail closures in effect and do not open motorized routes for
seasonal (summer-fall) use.
3. Where authorized motorized routes exist and are allowed to remain in CARs, we strongly urge the
SNF to make necessary improvements so that stream crossings are not impediments to fish migration
throughout the sub-watershed and so that water quality and stream channel structure are not
compromised.
Most roads in the SNF cross RCAs (88%) and 147 roads pass through or are within 50 meters of MMAs.
Unfortunately, the TAP Risk Ranking categorized many of these roads as “low risk”. We feel that the
“Aquatic Risk Factors” evaluation criteria should incorporate the proximity and quantity (i.e., road length
and/or area) of road relative to RCAs and MMAs, thus more accurately defining the risk associated with
unmaintained roads in areas sensitive to increased erosion, runoff and sedimentation.
TU supports the restrictions on road building and motorized use articulated in the Roadless Areas
Conservation Rule of 2001, currently the law of the land with respect to Forest Service Inventoried
Roadless Areas (IRAs). As IRAs provide some of the best habitat for large game and native trout, as well
as some of the best opportunities for hunting and fishing in real backcountry, our position is that no new
roads or trails for motorized use should be built or designated in areas with this classification. Currently
there are 109 roads totally 385 miles in or within 50 meters of IRAs. Of this, the TAP rating categorizes
34 miles for decommissioning, 22 miles for reduced maintenance level, 286 miles for medium priority
reconstruction and 43 miles for high priority reconstruction. The overwhelming proportion of roads
ranked in the opportunity category for “medium priority reconstruction” (75%) have Recreation Access
Factor Rankings of “moderate” or “high” importance. We feel that this “tips the scale” in a way to
accommodate the interests a single recreational group, OHV users. We suggest that all IRA roads
providing redundant access or access for purposes in misalignment with the Roadless Areas
Conservation Rule of 2001 be decommissioned or have seasonal closure with respect to critical habitat
and range for wildlife, particularly mule deer. For example, 23S73, 22S89, 22S53A, and 21S58.
Trout Unlimited is committed to protecting and restoring the unique fish and wildlife and habitat values
of the Sequoia National Forest. We appreciate the opportunity to participate in the Travel Management
process and would like to work cooperatively with the Forest Service on the issues discussed above.
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(Pacific Crest Trail Association)
I am writing on behalf of the Pacific Crest Trail Association (PCTA) regarding the Sequoia National
Forest’s Travel Analysis Process Subpart A specifically as it relates to motorized use in the Piute
Mountain area. As the Forest Service’s primary partner in managing the Pacific Crest National Scenic
Trail (PCNST), we take our role as an advocate for the PCNST seriously. In 2012 alone, Pacific Crest Trail
Association volunteers worked over 92,000 hours on the PCNST.
On October 2, 1968 President Lyndon Johnson signed the National Trails System Act, which named the
Appalachian and Pacific Crest Trails as our nation’s first national scenic trails. The Act defined National
Scenic Trails as "extended trails so located as to provide for maximum outdoor recreation potential and
for the conservation and enjoyment of the nationally significant scenic, historic, natural, or cultural
qualities of the areas through which such trails may pass." In the Act the US Forest Service was given
lead administrative responsibility for the trail.
The Trail attributes much of its national significance as a recreational resource to the fact that hikers and
equestrians can leave our fast-paced, motorized, and mechanized world behind and experience nature
at a slower pace. The presence of motorized vehicles on or closely paralleling the Pacific Crest National
Scenic Trail within the Sequoia National Forest is unacceptable. The intent of Congress in prohibiting
motorized use of the trail, as expressed in the Hearing Documents, reference (S. 827 and H.R. 4866), was
to eliminate the safety and noise conflict with hikers and equestrians.
Currently, Sequoia National Forest Law Enforcement Officers are part of an ongoing, multi-agency
project to eliminate motorized trespass on the PCNST. Also involved with this are Kern County Sheriff’s
Department, BLM-Ridgecrest and BLM-Bakersfield Law Enforcement. This group has been working for
the past few years to combat the growing problem of illegal motorized use on and adjacent to the
PCNST. This is taking place on the 111 miles of trail north and south of the 9+ miles of trail in the Piute
Mountains in the Sequoia. Further, the BLM has submitted a $59,000 grant to secure funds for the
rehabilitation of illegal, user created motorized routes that cross or are adjacent to the PCNST on BLM
land.
It is with this knowledge and experience that the PCTA hopes the Sequoia will assist this ongoing effort
to reduce the impacts of motorized vehicles on or adjacent to the PCT while balancing the public’s ability
to access the trail for its intended purpose.
We at the PCTA appreciate the Sequoia National Forest considering our feedback. We look forward to
working with Forest staff to protect the integrity of the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail and the
experience of the user as they recreate on the Sequoia National Forest.
(Stewards of the Sequoias-Bruce Miller)
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments relating to the Sequoia National Forest’s Travel
Analysis Process (TAP), Subpart A, and Road Analysis Project (RAP). This letter will accompany my road
specific comments using the Forest supplied feedback form. The following are my general comments
which should be applied to all roads within the SQNF.
1) In order to preserve public access and reduce road maintenance costs, roads considered for
closure or decommissioning should first be evaluated for lowering their maintenance level
and remain open to the public.
2) In order to preserve public access, reduce road maintenance costs and enhance recreation
opportunities, roads considered for closure or decommissioning should first be evaluated
for possible conversion to OHV routes. The Forest could then apply for state OHV funding
for route development and maintenance.
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3) System roads should not be closed or decommissioned if doing so will negatively impact
access, connectivity and looping options for other Forest routes unless that impact has been
fully analyzed and mitigated.
While I realize this is not a NEPA process, I have serious concerns about the incredibly short stakeholder
and public comment period (10 days) given the sheer volume of data (over 22,000 data points) and the
format (.pdf only) in which the data was published. I question if the public has been well served during
this process and whether the quality and number of comments received will suffer as a direct result.
I would like to suggestions that in the future when seeking stakeholder or public comments that:
1) A 10 day comment period post document publication is wholly insufficient with 30, 60 and 90
day comment periods being the norm.
2) Large data spreadsheet tables need to be published in a format which can be fully searched and
sorted, I would suggest .xls format. For medium and large tables PDF format should be avoided
as the resulting documents are not searchable by column or row and cannot be sorted.
3) With the technology now available to everyone, geospatial data should be released in Google
Earth format (.kml, .kmz) and should include all map layers that could be impacted even if
technically beyond the scope, in this case Forest routes other than ML 1-5 roads.
(Stewards of the Sequoias-Chris Horgan)
We provide the following extremely limited comments with the understanding they are far from
complete and likely have missed many important points regarding the need to keep specific important
routes open. Routes that have not been specifically included in our comments should not be considered
less important. It is just that we lacked the time during this incredibly short comment period to include
them in our review. This comment is in addition to those submitted by Bruce Miller our Director of
Public Lands.
We are shocked by the precedent setting short 10 day comment period with zero advance notice for the
public to review, analyze and comment on the proposal regarding 1646 miles of roads. We feel this
short comment period with zero notice fails to meet the intent of the regulation (36 CFR 212.5(b)(1)) to
“involve a broad spectrum of interests and affected citizens”. The short comment period has made it
incredibly difficult or impossible for most people to make any comment and certainly not a thorough
comment.
In determining the minimum road system, the responsible official must incorporate a science-based
roads analysis at the appropriate scale and, to the degree practicable, involve a broad spectrum of
interested and affected citizens, other state and federal agencies, and tribal governments. 36 CFR
212.5(b)(1)
Since the only way the Sequoia has provided to access the proposal maps, data, spreadsheet, comment
form is on the web and the comment form is only available on the web and the only public meeting was
held on the web the majority of the public have been summarily excluded from reviewing the
information and making comment. Additionally since many of the files are extremely large they cannot
be accessed by the public using dial up, however many of the people in the affected area only have dial
up service, therefore they have been excluded from making comments.
The majority of the public who recreate and have long term knowledge of the Sequoia Forest do not
have internet service or computer skills to download the maps and data. Yet the only method provided
by Sequoia is online access.
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This Road Analysis will affect access to trails however the data and maps do not show trails making it
most difficult for the public to ensure that what may appear on the Road Analysis Map as a dead end
spur road of less value is actually the access point to the trail.
It has been stated that the public was involved in 2003 in Road Analysis and that is why only a 10 day
comment period was provided toady in 2013. However that public comment was only for the roads in
the Sequoia Monument. Today the forest is analyzing the roads in the entire Sequoia National Forest.
Much has changed with respect to roads over the past ten years not least of which was Travel
Management Sub Part B. The public was allowed four to five months to comment on just the Monument
roads in 2003, yet the public is only allowed 10 days to consider those changes and others in relation to
this new proposal including far more roads.
 Have all roads, especially those perceived at high risk for closure, been analyzed to see if they
provide connectivity for 4x4 trails or single track trails?
 Have all the spur roads proposed for closure been analyzed to see if they offer camping, fishing,
hunting opportunities?
 Can the roads proposed for closure be downgraded to 4x4 trails to provide continued
opportunity?
 Have forest recreation officers and their staff been tasked with reviewing the proposal and
commenting and have they been given a block of adequate time without any other projects to
do this?
 The Sequoia needs to provide a map and spreadsheet showing all forest roads, 4x4 trails and
single track trails in order to enable them to make informed comments about the current
proposal.
 Google Earth maps including all routes with tags describing the status and issues for each route
was provided to the public by the BLM during the recent RMP process. Google Earth maps with
all the routes and tags should be provided to the public in order for them to be able to make
informed comments.
 The data provided by the Forest Service explained how each of the fifteen categories were
rated, but we could not find an explanation of how the each of the three final categories were
calculated to create the three Travel Analysis Maps. Without this information it is impossible for
the public to verify the final ratings or to ensure they represent on the ground conditions.
 The use of fifteen category criteria and the three tier rating system appear to be a new method
which the public is unfamiliar with. A much longer comment period is needed for the public to
have time to get up to speed on this new approach in order to make complete comments.
FIRE FIGHTING AND FOREST HEALTH PROJECTS
Virtually all of the roads in Sequoia and especially the spur roads were built for forest health fuel
reduction project access. With the current overgrown high fuel load s in our forest there is an increased
need for fuel reduction projects. Therefore the rating of each road would need to be adjusted up to take
this into account.
Considering these roads will also be needed for planting and other forest health projects the ratings
should be even higher. This makes it apparent that management access ratings need to be given more
weight when considering the overall rating of each route
RECREATION AND TOURISM
Not so long ago timber harvesting was greatly reduced in our National Forests the public was told that
recreation and tourism would replace the lost timber income. However the closure of routes to
recreation will reduce recreation opportunity negatively effecting recreation and tourism. Likewise the
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closure of routes will concentrate use increasing impacts on remaining routes and increasing
maintenance costs. This makes it apparent that recreation and access ratings need to be given more
weight, just as private access has been in the analysis when considering the overall rating of each route.
When the road provides access to other landowners, the Forest Service is obligated to provide for
reasonable access. Because of the need to provide and manage this access, this factor is heavily
weighted. (Page 6 Access Factors)
ENVIRONMENTAL
Most of the routes being analyzed have been in existence for a long time. Their largest impact most
likely has already occurred and their current impact is likely quite small. Closing these routes will
hamper or stop the Sequoia Forest staff from implementing projects of benefit to the environment. The
routes need to be kept open in order to allow the Sequoia Forest to perform more environmentally
beneficial projects such thinning and planting.
PIUTES
Sunset road 26S04A is mistakenly shown as shown as RED proposed for closure and as RED low benefit
rating.
The spreadsheet actually rates is Moderate benefit rating not Low. However Sunset 26S04A is the access
to 33E65 Liebel Peak Trail and should be rated high value for access. The route also provides access to a
beautiful viewpoint as well as to watch sunsets hence the name. It is also one of the few spots where
cell phones work.
The Access rating for 28S04A should be changed to high. The route must be kept open. Perhaps it could
be changed to a 4x4 trail. The route also provides access for vegetation management.
The Piutes Travel Management Plan is on hold although this road analysis includes the Piute Roads.
There are many roads in the Piutes which are currently shown as U routes. Are those two track U routes
part of this process or are those considered 4x4 trails? For example one of those routes is U00141 and is
an important connector from 34E44 to Piute Mountain Road. The connector two track U00141 is not
shown in the road analysis, nor are any of other two track U routes. Are they going to remain open? Do
we need to include comments for each of them?
The road down to Burton Mill which connects Clear Creek Trail from Saddle Springs Road is not shown
on the map. Is this Burton Mill Road a 4x4 trail or should it be shown on the Road Analysis? It is an
important loop connector road that must remain open.
Piute Mountain 27S02F is mistakenly shown as LOW importance for Access; however it is a segment of
33E65 Liebel Peak Trail. The 27S02F connector must remain open or the Liebel Peak trail will dead end.
It could be converted to trail to be in keeping with the 33E65 trail that is a segment of.
Solomons Ridge 28S44 is part of the Piute Proposed Action and should remain open pending the
outcome of the Piute Plan
GREENHORN
The Greenhorn road and trail system was heavily impacted by the closure of routes due to perceived
Condor issues. However since those closures were enacted it has been revealed that Condors favor
living in areas where people are located, so humans travelling on roads is clearly not a threat to them.
Also it is known via radio tag data that the Condors do not visit the area often. Since there are gates
located on routes now it would make sense to allow those roads to be reopened and to close them if
needed for specific Condor nesting.
For example‐
Oak Ridge 26s20 is not mapped correctly and is important for atv and dualsport by opening gate. This
would also increase safety by providing an OHV route to keep people off of Rancheria Road
Basket Ridge 26S08 that ties to 26S05 is important for atv and dualsport
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Black Gulch Keep Road 26S06 is and an important part of the loop around the mountain and also
connecting to Keyesville and Freeway Ridge.
However the map shows a portion of that loop 26S30 Davis Loop Road as RED proposed for closure. As
the name Davis Loop implies this is an important loop road and should be rated High importance but
somehow it is mistakenly rated as Moderate. It connects to 26S06, then to motorized trail 31E22. This
road is part of 31E22 and should be retained as a motorized trail if not as a road. Actually the 26S30
Davis Loop Road is of such importance that it has just been graded by Forest Crews this week so it
should be retained. There is clearly a need to have this entire Road Analysis reviewed and updated by
recreation staff to ensure that existing on the ground conditions and knowledge are included in the
analysis.
Davis Loop Road 26S13 also is part of the above mentioned loop and should be retained
Rincon Road 24S89 is mistakenly shown as Moderate for Access. This road, as the name implies is the
access for the Rincon Trail 33E25. It is of high importance and must remain open to access one end of
the trail.
Windy Gap 25S17 is mistakenly rated as Moderate Access importance, but should be rated High since it
provides access to motorized trail 32E66.
Wagy Flat Road 25S02 is mistakenly rated as Moderate Access importance. It is the Westside Greenhorn
access route and should be rated High Access and retained as connecting route between Old State Hwy
and Wagy Flat Road (County Road)
Greenhorn West 26S01 segment is important to connectivity of road system in this area. It is an access
road to the Davis Flat trail head
Delongeha Access 27S12 provides access from HWY 178 to motorized trail 31E75. This gate is not open
to the public but is used by volunteer trail crews to maintain 31E76 and 32E49. It may also be used as
part of a grazing lease in the area. The road should be retained for these purposes
The following roads are of extreme importance and need to remain on the system‐
26s05
25s15
25s04
25s21
22s02
22s05
22s99
21s80
25s31
25s25
Many of the sections shown as private are not any longer so the roads to these areas should not be
closed.
Has the Forest Service contacted property owners like Bill Prince to buy sections like the one at the end
of 26S06A that would affect roads, 4x4 trails and single track trails?
We support the comments submitted by Bruce Whitcher on behalf of CORVA.
(The Wilderness Society)
We submit the following letter in response to the Sequoia National Forest’s (SNF) Draft Travel Analysis
Process (TAP) documents. We appreciate your offering an opportunity for the public to comment on
these documents. Our comments offer feedback on these documents for the SNF to consider as it
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moves forward with finalizing its TAP Report. Based on the TAP documents released to date, we believe
the SNF has undertaken a very good analysis. There are a few shortcomings that should be addressed
prior to completing the TAP and issuing a final report.
We look forward to working with the SNF in this process to achieve a sustainable roads system that
protects natural resources, minimizes user conflicts, and establishes an affordable, safe, ecologically
sustainable, and enforceable motorized system that meets administrative and public access needs.
I.

TAP SHOULD CONSIDER THE RISKS THAT ROADS POSE TO RECREATION AND WILDERNESS
RESOURCES
The Region 5 Travel Analysis Guidebook (Guidebook) provides guidance to units for completing travel
analysis. In terms of Step 4 of the process – assessing risks, problems, and benefits – the Guidebook
offers six risk categories that units should use; one of these categories is recreation and wilderness
resources. In terms of risk, the guidebook notes that “[a] road can pose a risk to quiet, non-motorized
recreation and wilderness character.” Guidebook, p. 14. The Guidebook notes that:
[T]he Travel Analysis Process should assess the NFTS’s risk on quiet recreation for
visitors using selected non-motorized trails of national importance and the direct risk of
roads in Wilderness areas.
Guidebook, E-2. The Guidebook also details the methodology units should follow when evaluating the
risk a road poses to recreation and wilderness resources; this methodology is found on E-2. Specifically,
to determine the risk that roads pose to quiet recreation experiences, the Region suggests that units
consider the proximity to selected trails including the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail, National
Recreation Trails, and National Historic Trails. Guidebook, p. E-3. To determine the risk that roads pose
to wilderness resources, the Region suggests that units consider road intrusions into Wilderness and
reported incidence of motorized incursions into Wilderness. Guidebook, p. E-3.
The SNF has not considered the risks that roads pose to recreation and wilderness resources. Not only is
this an important evaluation criteria to be conducted as part of the TAP effort, the information collected
in this recreation/wilderness resources risk analysis could be valuable for the land management
planning process. It will help the agency manage and provide for quiet recreation opportunities across
the forest and improve Wilderness Area management. Additionally, analyzing the risks a road poses to
wilderness resources would help implement the Chief’s 10-Year Wilderness Stewardship Challenge that
was launched in 2005. Under this initiative, units are to ensure that forest plan direction is adequate to
prevent the degradation of the Wilderness resource and that Wilderness character is protected or
restored.
Recommendation: We urge the SNF to evaluate the risk that roads pose to quiet recreation and
wilderness resources as part of the TAP. We encourage the SNF to follow the approach offered in the
Regional Guidebook.
II.
BENEFITS OUTWEIGH RISKS IN TERMS OF MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The SNF assigns management opportunities based on where a road falls in the risk/benefit matrix. Only
roads with a cumulative low benefit score are considered for decommissioning, closure, or a reduced
maintenance level. Meanwhile, roads in both the medium and high benefit categories are
recommended for maintenance, storm-proofing or reconstruction. We believe the SNF is giving more
weight to benefits than risks by taking this approach. For any road where the cumulative risk outweighs
the benefit, we believe the road should be proposed for decommissioning. This would put risks and
benefits on equal footing.
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Recommendation: The SNF should assign decommissioning as a management recommendation to high
risk, medium benefit roads. This is a reasonable solution that would strike a better balance between
risks and benefits.
III.

METHODOLOGY FOR MEASURING RISKS TO WILDLIFE SHOULD CONSIDER DEGRADATION AND
DISTURBANCE BASED ON LAND ALLOCATION
We are pleased that the SNF used road density when measuring risk to wildlife resources. Road density
is a great tool for measuring the landscape level risks that the transportation system poses to wildlife.
We encourage the SNF to go further, however, when evaluating wildlife risks. Roads can have localized
impacts on wildlife that are important to consider in addition to the landscape level impacts captured in
a density analysis. Specifically, the Guidebook encourages units to consider degradation and disturbance
based on land allocation such as protected activity centers (PACS), threatened and endangered species
critical habitat designations and recovery plan areas, and known active wildlife sites. The Guidebook
offers a methodology for evaluating risks to these indicators, which starts on page E-3. We feel that it is
extremely important that the SNF take into consideration the site specific risks that an individual road
can pose to wildlife resources.
Recommendation: We are pleased that the SNF analyzed density when measuring risk to wildlife
resources, but we ecnourage the SNF to go further. We request that the SNF follow the Region 5
Guidebook direction starting on page E-3 and evaluate degradation and disturbance based on land
allocation.
IV.
MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING LOW BENEFIT ROADS
An important product from travel analysis is the list of unneeded roads proposed for decommissioning.
The SNF recommends that low benefit roads be decommissioned, closed, or downgraded to a lower
maintenance level. We strongly encourage the SNF to prioritize decommissioning low benefit roads,
rather than closing/storing or downgrading them, for several reasons:
 Forest Service regulations require each national forest to identify a road system that “reflect(s)
long-term funding expectations.” 36 C.F.R. § 212.5(b). The SNF has not released a fiscal analysis
of the road system, yet, as part of the TAP. Based on the findings from the SNF’s Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for Travel Management, it is reasonable to expect that
the Forest Service’s appropriated roads budget is woefully inadequate to maintain the existing
road system to standard. In this FEIS, the SNF noted that the deferred maintenance backlog is
over $94.7 million. FEIS, p. 440. While the TAP cannot solve these budgetary issues, it can help
put the agency on a trajectory towards fiscal sustainability. Offering recommendations that
lower annual and deferred maintenance costs and that set priorities is a sound first step. The
SNF can use this process as an opportunity to make recommendations that, if implemented,
would make the road system more affordable while not diminishing public access on frequently
used roads. To this end, the SNF should decommission a significant number of these low benefit
roads. Decommissioning low benefit roads would permanently remove them from the
maintenance cycle and lower the maintenance backlog of uncompleted road work.
We acknowledge that annual maintenance costs would still outpace the SNF’s annual
appropriated roads budget even if all low benefit roads were decommissioned. While
decommissioning low benefit roads will not solve all of the SNF‘s fiscal issues, it would help. The
TAP documents identify 420 miles of low benefit roads. Decommissioning many of these roads
would remove them from the routine maintenance cycle and would permanently reduce the
deferred maintenance backlog, thereby helping the SNF move a little closer towards achieving
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fiscal affordability. We recognize that road obliteration costs money, but the upfront investment
to right-size the road system will surely save money in the long run.
Many of these low benefit roads pose a high or medium cumulative environmental risk. Many
more miles of low benefit road pose a risk to a subset of resources while the cumulative risk
score is low. The agency must not lose sight of the fact that all of these categories of roads are
posing a risk to some forest resource, and that it is important to address this risk and not let it
continue unabated. We recommend that the SNF decommission, rather than store or
downgrade these roads, as we believe this is a simple solution for eliminating all risks associated
with low benefit roads.
We recommend that the SNF refrain from storing a low benefit road unless the agency can point
to a definitive reason why it needs the road in the foreseeable future. Retaining roads by closing
and storing them can result in illegal incursions from motor vehicles. The Rio Grande National
Forest in Colorado raises this concern in their Roads Analysis Process (RAP) Report:
Although level 1 roads are technically considered closed by the Forest, many are
still passable for motorists who disregard such closures.
RGNF RAP, p. 118. In those situations where a road is considered low benefit, we suggest that
the agency recommend this road for decommissioning and full obliteration rather than
permanently keeping this road on the system in storage.
It is well documented in scientific literature that roadless areas are important for conserving
biodiversity, protecting water quality, and maintaining overall ecosystem health. The SRD should
recommend for decommissioning any roads, particularly low benefit roads, located in
Inventoried Roadless Areas or any other area that is largely unroaded. Decommissioning roads
in roadless areas would improve ecosystem integrity.

The Roads Rule EA released in January 2001 estimates that the overall road system would shrink by 2030% if the Forest Service were to decommission all of the roads it does not need.1
We realize this is a coarse, national projection that is hard to down-scale to an individual forest, but it
offers a rough benchmark that sets expectations. We very much interpret the spirit of the Forest
Service’s road right-sizing initiative to be “if you don’t need it, get rid of it.”
We believe that many of the low benefit roads identified in the TAP documents are likely not needed.
Reducing the multi-million dollar fiscal backlog, defragmenting wildlife habitat, improving water quality,
enhancing non-motorized backcountry recreation, and designing an enforceable transportation system
that does not facilitate illegal dumping, travel, poaching, and other violations are all sound reasons to
remove low benefit roads from the system.
V.
CONCLUSION
We appreciate the SNF offering a comment period on its TAP documents. Based on what we have seen
in the travel analysis documents that the SNF has released for public comment, we believe the SNF’s
TAP is off to a good start. There are a few shortcomings, however, that we would like the SNF to address
before completing the TAP and releasing the final Report. Specifically, the SNF should include recreation
and wilderness resources as criteria in the risk assessment; evaluate disturbance to land allocations
1

USDA Forest Service, National Forest System Road Management Strategy Environmental Assessment, p. 108.
January 2001. The EA states that the USFS manages about 375,000 miles of roads. The Forest Service states that
they see it stabilizing at around 260,000 to 300,000 miles nationally after they decommission unneeded roads,
which computes to a 20-30% reduction.
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when measuring risk to wildlife resources; and, in order to ensure that risks and benefits are on equal
footing, include decommissioning as a management opportunity for high risk, medium benefit roads.
The agency’s transportation system is having profound impacts on water quality, wildlife, ecological
processes, budgets, and non-motorized users. If designed well, however, the transportation system
enables the public to access our forests, which can help people to connect with nature and inspire
people to care about our public lands. Travel analysis is a process that will help lead to an improved
transportation system. We appreciate your considering our feedback as you undertake this effort.
Designing and designating a transportation network that minimizes user conflicts, is ecologically
sustainable, affordable, safe, enforceable, and meets the needs of forest users is sound land
management. We look forward to working with the Forest Service in this process.
(Tule River Indian Tribe)
Tribal use of the Sequoia National Forest predates the construction of forest roads.
Forest roads are used by the Tule River Tribe for natural resources management access, fire protection,
cultural resources access, emergency response and evacuation, and general administrative use.
Please consider the following input from the Tule River Indian Tribe regarding the Sequoia National
forest Travel Analysis Process. We appreciate the opportunity to provide input on this important
process.
There are a number of existing Forest Service roads in the Sequoia national Forest/Giant Sequoia
National Monument road system that are important to the Tule River Tribal Council and out community
(Tribe). These roads have both historical and current beneficial uses to the Tribe. These uses include
access for cultural, recreation, and natural resources management purposes, as well as emergency
escape routes during disasters.
Attached to this letter is a list of specific roads important to the Tribe, and their level of importance.
It is noteworthy that there may be additional roads we have not been able to identify on behalf of the
Tule River Tribal community. As such, we respectfully request that if any roads are proposed/planned
for closure or decommissioning in the future that the Tribe be consulted as part of the decision process.
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